Smart Inspection Solution
Saasmob's Smart Inspection is a cloud based solution that enables businesses to
save time and money by running audits without paper forms. Checklists can be
setup in minutes and run on smart phones and tablets. Pictures can be attached
and reports run at the click of a button.
The solution enables you to:

Highlights
•

Eliminate paper and
hours of manual data
entry and tallying from
Inspection process.

•

Setup and run your

•
•
•
•

Setup checklists, for multiple locations, equipment and inspectors
Perform Inspection both in online and offline mode
Setup inspection progress notifications and alerts
Get reports by business name, location, checklists, equipment or compare
them from 2 different dates from a facility

Here are the key features of Saasmob’s Smart Inspection solution:
Checklist creation: You can easily create your own flexible checklist via a webbrowser. Choices in the checklist can be manually defined or automatically
generated for questions based on pre-defined range. Checklists can also be
duplicated across inspections for faster setup.

inspection online or
offline in minutes.
•

Get detailed reports on
demand at a click of a
button.

•

Save money by
providing the solution
on smartphones rather
than investing in
specialized devices

Why Saasmob
•

less)
Software-as-a-Service
model for lower upfront
investment, quicker
deployment
•

Custom Notifications: You can setup auto-notification rules for an inspection with
great ease. When an inspection is performed and a response matches a defined
rule, an email/SMS is automatically sent to the administrator. There is also an
Auto- Notification capability e.g. notification can be sent to selected recipients if
certain exceptions are hit.
Reporting: You can track scores, ratings, or just standard % responses. There is
Browser based reporting available with drill downs. You can run report against all
inspections or optionally select an inspection for which a report is needed.
Optionally you can specify one/multiple locations/items to run the reporting
against.

Lower Total Cost of
Ownership (upto 80%

•

Easy and Efficient Inspection Run: The inspection can be run on smartphone,
online or offline in few simple steps. The inspector can sync checklists, items,
locations just before running an inspection. Then he/she can attach multiple
pictures (that can also be geo-tagged), comments to each question response.
Submissions are automatically synchronized when app is running and network is
available.

Broadest device support

Smart Inspection is currently being used in a variety of industries. Property
management companies are using it to run monthly and quarterly inspections in
apartments and buildings. Educational institutions are inspecting labs, classrooms
and schools. Hospitality customers are inspecting hotels and restaurant chains are
inspecting restaurants. Security companies are using it to audit personnel and
safety procedures at their customers. OSHA compliance and quality inspections in
factories are some of the other areas where the solution has received traction.
Kelly Bains from Griffis/Blessing Inc, a property management company that uses
Smart Inspection for unit inspections, says that "the solution saves us weeks of
manual data entry and tabulation on each audit"
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